
 
  

More Selection and Free Shipping on IPI Extended Range Marine Fuel Bladders 

 

Interstate Products, Inc. (IPI), the leading provider of spill containment products and the preferred source for environmental 
and industrial solutions now has expanded manufacturing capability on its line of fuel bladder tanks for marine applications to 
include a variety of standard models and any type of customized collapsible fuel tank solution.  Interstate Products has earned 
its reputation as the preferred manufacturer of high quality fuel bladder tanks. Our bladder tanks are used worldwide for a 
variety of storage applications with sizes ranging from small to larger capacities.  With standard and nearly unlimited custom 
sizes now available, IPI marine fuel bladders are specially designed to meet the demands of various boating applications and are 
now available for a limited time with free ground shipping on 500 gallon and under sized tanks to anywhere in the lower 48 
states. 
 
Interstate Products has recently expanded our manufacturing to include extended range fuel bladders, customized boat fuel 
bladders or specialty bladders.  Utilizing the latest materials, military grade fabrics and high tech equipment for precision and 
quality, our Custom Center now offers bladder tanks for an even wider range of applications.   Whether you operate a fishing 
fleet, charter boats, research or work vessel, military special operations boat or even a yacht, Interstate Products has an 
extended range fuel tank solution that will meet your needs.  As a leading supplier for military, boat owners, power companies 
and emergency management organizations, IPI’s larger custom fuel bladders for boats and our standard line of fuel bladders 
have been used in coast guard operations and during the recent gulf oil spill.  IPI’s standard fuel bladder tanks are designed for 
diesel fuel or unblended gasoline or may be customized to accommodate other types of liquids.  We also provide custom 
marine bladder tanks for ballast, drinking water and Type III waste holding tanks.   
 
In many applications, IPI collapsible extended range fuel bladders for unblended fuels can be strapped down on deck to provide 
the additional gas needed to successfully complete an operation, make longer runs to reach the best fishing spots or the ability 
to cruise further without making time consuming fuel stops. Those are just a few of the advantages of having a fully collapsible 
fuel bladder that can be easily deployed to provide greater range when you need it most.  When not being used, the compact 
design simply folds away for easy storage below decks or in a dockside storage locker.  All of our standard models come with a 
½" ball valve discharge outlet and a 2" vented stand pipe for filling the tanks.  Our 500 gallon fuel bladder option comes with 2” 
or vented standpipe and ball valve for fills and discharges.  Optional deck mats and carrying cases are also available.   
 
 

                         
 

 

Interstate Products also provides a wide variety of water bladders for relief situations, as well as for personal water storage and 
military applications.  For anytime there is a need for potable water storage.  Our portable, collapsible storage tanks and 
bladders are used worldwide by variety of customers for emergency response, disaster relief, defense installations and 
Homeland Security requirement; and by chemical plants, utility companies, farms, refineries, construction sites, airports, 
hospitals, fire departments, maritime fleets, and HazMat teams.  All of our collapsible storage tanks are manufactured to the 
highest quality standards using a variety of materials or fabrics that can be used to hold potable, waste water, fuels, chemicals, 
dielectric oil, gasses and other waste contaminants.  As a manufacturer, service provider and major US and international 
distributor, IPI also offers the most flexible and comprehensive spill protection, spill containment and portable storage products 
on the market today.  To learn more about Interstate Product’s extended range marine fuel bladders visit our online store at: 
http://store.interstateproducts.com/boat_bladders.htm 
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